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The manuscript give a good systemic review and meta-analysis of CNV diagnostic accuracy by OCTA. While, The diagnostic accuracy of OCTA for CNV, from the clinical aspect, it mainly depending on the size of CNV; the activity of the CNV; and the primary causes of CNV, and etc.

Firstly, The small and stable CNV, might have a higher diagnostic accuracy with OCTA. However, if the CNV accompany with huge hemorrhage or PED known as a subtype of Type I CNV, which is commonly seen in polypoid choroidal vasculopathy in Asian patients. The accuracy may be poor because poor optical transmission of hemorrhage. Authors should consider the different type of diseases. Different proportion of different diseases may influence sensitivity and specificity.

The previous reported OCTA accuracy of CNV was varies in nAMD patients, the Six publications providing information on the diagnostic accuracy (sensitivity, specificity or calculations of positive and negative predictive values) of OCTA in nAMD varies from about 65% to 100% in specificity and sensitivity.[1-4]

Secondly, the projected artifact affected false positive rate, and different machine varies with CNV diagnosis accuracy. How the authors avoid the bias caused by projected artifact?
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